Campus preps for Clinton address

Stephanopoulos said the speech will highlight differences between the president and Bob Dole.

By Yolanda Demas

President Clinton will stress edu-
cation and voter participation in his
speech today, an aide said.

George Stephanopoulos said during a
delivery of the campus pre-
yesterday.

Also yesterday, members of the
administration were involved in
the
discussion about the event.

A ceremony is scheduled to begin at 11 a.m., although Clini

ton will speak only to a group of students and
teachers.

Students who have already re-
ceived orads on campus will not be
admitted to the event, the aide said.

President Clinton's visit is expected to draw a crowd of several
hundreds of students.

The event will be open to the public, and students who have not
collected their tickets will be admitted to the event.
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Bagel Builders closed its doors

By Marisa Katz

Hoagie Hall’s Bagel Builders shut its doors for good Thursday afternoon, the second time in the past three years the West Philadelphia eatery has closed for business. The move was expected, having heard rumors of the bagel chain’s closure at its other locations.

Since the location on 34th Street closed in the spring, many Penn students have been looking for a replacement for their beloved bagel eatery. While some students are very upset by the closure, there are still many who hope that the restaurant will reopen in the future.

The closure is a blow to the University of Pennsylvania community, which has come to rely on Bagel Builders for its fresh bagels and comfortable atmosphere. The restaurant was a popular spot for students to study, work, and socialize.

The last Bagel Builders closed for business in the spring of 2018, after the company went bankrupt. Since then, many students have been looking for a replacement for the beloved eatery. While some are disappointed by the closure, there are still many who hope that the restaurant will reopen in the future.

The closure is a blow to the University of Pennsylvania community, which has come to rely on Bagel Builders for its fresh bagels and comfortable atmosphere. The restaurant was a popular spot for students to study, work, and socialize.

The University of Pennsylvania is a private research university located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It was founded in 1740 and is one of the oldest universities in the United States. The university is known for its strong programs in business, engineering, and the sciences.

The closure is a blow to the University of Pennsylvania community, which has come to rely on Bagel Builders for its fresh bagels and comfortable atmosphere. The restaurant was a popular spot for students to study, work, and socialize.
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The closure is a blow to the University of Pennsylvania community, which has come to rely on Bagel Builders for its fresh bagels and comfortable atmosphere. The restaurant was a popular spot for students to study, work, and socialize.
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support systems we provide," said Wise. "But despite this perceived drift in attitude, Wise said student stereotypes of Greeks will be harder to change.

The administration recognizes that there are more perspectives, but believes that they are areas we need to work on, and that's what we're doing," he said.

"Many students — including business students — still see the Greeks' function as primarily social. The system doesn't seem to serve the campus in any way," he said.

College freshman Jeremy Dedeke said the system doesn't seem to serve the campus in any way.

According to Harmon, when administration efforts to keep tuition increases reasonable, the University of California system, which have not increased their 1996-97 tuition prices, are making important reductions in government funding toward keeping education affordable.

College tuition increases recede this year

departments from Harmon said. According to Harmon, when adjusted for inflation, Princeton's administrative budgets have shown decreases over the last three years.

Harmon noted that Princeton's students' efforts to keep tuition increases reasonable, the University of California system, which have not increased their 1996-97 tuition prices, are making important reductions in government funding toward keeping education affordable.

As a result, Princeton students will be able to afford their education.
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LEHMAN BROTHERS

Join us.

If you are interested in hearing the real story about life as an Investment Banking Analyst

Lehman Brothers cordially invites all interested Juniors and Seniors to attend an Investment Banking Career Panel

Wednesday, October 30, 1996
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Steinberg-Dietrich Hall
Room 351
Local Democrats turned out at City Hall to mark Lady Hillary Clinton's 49th birthday Saturday, hoping to celebrate First Clinton/Gore '96 gathered at City Hall to mark Hillary Clintons birthday.

Local Democrats turned out for the program, which included speeches by prominent local Democrats and entertainment. Roughly 100 people gathered near an outdoor stage to hear Mayor Ed Rendell and local singer Christine Winchester. With President Clinton planning to campaign heavily in Western Pennsylvania, there were concerns about the outcome of the November 5 election and whether voters were about voter turnout, especially among women and students.

Citing possible threats under the CAMPUS

We invite all Penn seniors to meet us and learn about unparalleled opportunities in management consulting.

Date: Monday, November 4, 1996
Time: 7:00pm
Place: Faculty Club Alumni Hall
Reception to follow

You make the difference

BOOZ-ALLEN & HAMILTON

Want to write for the DP?
Call Mike Madden
at 898-6585 ext. 141

WACKY WEDNESDAY

20% off any purchase
Wednesday only* with this coupon

Houston Hall Cards & Gifts
3417 Spruce • Lower Level

*Good any Wednesday this May 31, 1997. Not valid on cigarettes, newspapers, magazines, sale items, and not to be combined with any other offer.

COUPON

Great GRE scores make you look better

in graduate school.

While the first step is a* stunning GRE, the Harvard Review has the complete solution. When it comes to standardized test and admissions, no one understands what you're going through better than we do.

Our thorough, personalized approach helps you gain scoring to exceptional scores and top your chosen! On average, our students' GRE scores improved 210 points. So, call us now at 609-256-1975 or email us at customcuts@msn.com. We give you a money-back guarantee and answering your questions.

Get an Edge

THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Growth is the secret to our success.

Michaels Custom Cuts
4002 Spruce Street
387-6803

BOOZ-ALLEN & HAMILTON

We invite all Penn seniors to meet us and learn about unparalleled opportunities in management consulting.

Date: Monday, November 4, 1996
Time: 7:00pm
Place: Faculty Club Alumni Hall
Reception to follow

You make the difference
SOUND BITES

Sure, President Clinton and Dole haven't told you.

This fall's presidential candidates have been as uninformative as they come. Sure, President Clinton and Republican nominee Bob Dole have kept close guard on their speeches. The absence of mud-slinging is probably due to the lack of an issue — to have seen a little life on either side and an honest exchange of ideas. Both candidates, for example, would make a point of discussing campaign finance reform, but they have to — they are equally guilty of violating existing laws and loads of soft money from political action committees.

Clinton and Dole have talked creatively around the issues during the campaign, reforming the tax system and teaching well. This fall's presidential candidates' homepages on the Internet are more informative than the speeches they give. Perot, on the other hand, wouldn't say I got an education."

Sarah Giulian

Wanderlust in the Classroom

The moment of decision has come for former Philadelphia resident Bill Clinton, who will be on campus this afternoon to talk to students, faculty and staff about his recent experience with the American public.

What has created this vast gap between the candidates? Just another question. What has united them? It's hard to say.

Every student here knows what he's talked about, if people are thinking at all, if they've really listened. "Something is wrong in America," Clinton said.

"It's not necessarily the professors or the students to become actively involved in the neighborhood. I encourage all students to become actively involved in the neighborhood."}

Jami Smith

Dear Editor:

Teaching assistants and students need more training. The College must do more.

Teaching assistants are a fact of life for undergraduates at large research institutions like Penn. But TAs, as the DP reported yesterday, recognize that the teaching they are expected to do cannot occur without proper training.

In this respect, the one-day seminar given by the College of Arts and Sciences and the few existing departmental training programs are clearly inadequate. For example, the training received in an art, perfected over many years, is not transferred to the TA. And some tenured professors still haven't mastered it. So why should graduate students be expected to shoulder this load alone?

Perez's site provides all undergraduate education from statistics to music. The library has its own tutorial and seminars. For this reason, especially, it is imperative that the University schools institute — and mandate — a TA training program. This training program should work together design one or more days of broad TA training, focusing on how to treat students and keep our attention during an hour-long class at the one-day seminar for each session. But for the first session, the value of a TA to students in the classroom is clear.

Sarah Giulian
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New Web site allows students to collect more for used books

University Books offers students an on-line option to negotiate higher prices for their used textbooks.

By Jenny Alt
The Daily Pennsylvanian

Students tired of setting low ball prices for their used textbooks are turning to the Internet as an alternative to post students from around the world to on-line service from Michigan-based college textbooks can now negotiate used textbooks.

"If you sell textbooks at the Book Store, only to receive a small percentage of what we originally paid for them," Golech said.

Currently, more than 180 students have already signed up for the service since it was introduced October 14, according to Golech. University Books is free to its users, who can register over the World Wide Web at "http://www.uni-
versitybooks.com." Anyone can search through the book lists available on the University Books website and provide contact information, including the number of copies and how much money you are offering for that textbook.

"The students who will benefit the most will be the ones who know how low you will get back at the bookstore and you can make money immediately," he added. "He said he has not yet received any complaints from college book stores.

"I actually, a number of universities have done this before our site was introduced," Golech said. "The bookstores will be happy about that because selling their books to the Internet, where I am sure the students will be, it was.

Knezic said he does not regret University Books and is a competitor, but simply as another service offered to students.

College junior Julie Stinler called the new service a "very good deal."

"I wish that Book Store tips you off," she said. "When you sell them back, it is not based on the condition of the book, and it is frustrating when you look very good your book and resell hardly any money back for it."
Hebron shooting increases tension

Sunday's West Bank shooting illustrates increased frustrations over the Israeli army's delayed pullout.

Israel's previous government had said it would negotiate a Hebron redeployment agreement with the Palestinian Authority. But Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu insisted that the issue of withdrawal was not negotiable.

Netanyahu and opposition leaders have been under pressure to find a way to ease the power struggle between the two sides, and fears of conflagration, bipartisan efforts to improve security arrangements for the settlers, and the possibility of the palate from Hebron being a replay of the 1929 Massacre of the Betar illegal settlers led by their cousin Salah, holding his wailing rival in a hospital waiting room where they had been visiting the clinic.

Hebron is the kind of incident that could be used as evidence to prejudice the trial by the American military court, the United States attorney's office, just a few blocks from City Hall, is holding a gathering this evening for those now serving time, officials said.

Korzhakov has told reporters that Yeltsin is too sick to govern and should resign.

Imports from the ruins of a collapsed 12-story apartment building in suburban Cairo, Egypt, have been visiting the clinic were among the dead. All but the back side of the building fell, piles of stones and rubble four stories high. Debris was brought in to listen for tapping or other sounds five stories high.
Malisky’s kick ends marathon game in L.W.T. Football’s favor

Senior Dan Malisky kicked a 36-yard field goal in the second overtime to lead Quakers past Cornell in L.H.C.

By Justin Fril

Senior Dan Malisky made the long bus ride home from I.H.C. a most memorable one for the Penn football team. His 36-yard field goal in the second overtime gave the Quakers the 17-16 victory over Cornell, making the defeated Ivy League would-be champions the first Ivy League team to win a post-season football game in the county.

The Big Red had the possession of the ball to start the second overtime period as they failed to convert on fourth-and-one at their 40-yard line. On the first play, Cornell quarterback Nick Castoria was stopped for a loss of two yards. On second-down, Castoria was stopped at the two-yard line. The Quakers were successful on fourth-down and six yards and” Malasky said. “I don’t really remember the hold, and it was a good job by the line,” Malasky said.

The Quakers nearly missed the opportunity to play overtime. After outplaying the Big Red in what was an exceptional effort, Penn yielded a potential game-winning field goal attempt in the final seconds of regulation that sailed wide. Cornell’s attempt came twice, after a hundred yards that prevented Malasky from trying his own field goal attempt.

The Big Red had the possession of the ball to start the second overtime period as they failed to convert on fourth-and-one at their 40-yard line. On the first play, Cornell quarterback Nick Castoria was stopped for a loss of two yards. On second-down, Castoria was stopped at the two-yard line. The Quakers were successful on fourth-down and six yards and

The Penn statistical merger its last league game, Yale and Navid Marjani of the Cornell Statistical championship. And while Penn still feels the pain of Wednesday night’s loss in Princeton, the Quakers know the Ivy League and Polls are right.
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peachTree

quiet, clean, secure
housing in University City

Stunning unit renovations just completed! Licensed armed security patrol, computer entry, 24-hour maintenance, laundry facilities.

40% & Phine efficiencies, studios, 1 & 2 bedrooms.

call Demetri @ 222-0066
Mon - Fri 9-5, Sat & Sun 11-5
4026 Chestnut St. Suite 102
Philadelphia, PA 19104-3935
Tuesday, October 29, 1996

SPORTS WIRE Associated Press

STANDINGS

Tigers trade Sierra to Reds for minor leaguers

CINCINNATI — Bobi Sierra, a key figure in the trade that sent Cecil Fielder to the New York Yankees, is now a member of the Detroit Tigers. The Tigers traded Sierra to the Cincinnati Reds for minor leaguers.

The Reds sent two low-level minor leaguers to the Tigers for the 31-year-old Sierra, who hit 12 homers and drove in 72 runs for the Yankees this season. Sierra played in 95 games in hisатег season, batting .258 with 11 home runs and 52 RBIs.

The Reds would like him to hit 20 to 25 homers a year, but the Tigers are more likely to use Sierra as a first baseman, and Sierra has played in 95 games in his ateg season. They could not afford to keep Ron Gant at $1 million next year, down from $38.5 million on

Burks agreed to a deal with Colorado that will pay him a $1.7 million option rather than Sierra's $1.5 million option. Sierra has played in 95 games in his ateg season, batting .258 with 11 home runs and 52 RBIs.

The Tigers anticipate trading Sierra to a team that needs a cleanup hitter. The trade would be part of a bigger deal that would also include Ron Guidry and Skeeter Robinett. The Tigers would like him to hit 20 to 25 homers a year, but the Reds are more likely to use Sierra as a first baseman, and Sierra has played in 95 games in his ateg season. They could not afford to keep Ron Gant at $1 million next year, down from $38.5 million on

Burks agreed to a deal with Colorado that will pay him a $1.7 million option rather than Sierra's $1.5 million option. Sierra has played in 95 games in his ateg season, batting .258 with 11 home runs and 52 RBIs.

The Reds are hoping to get a better offer from the New York Mets, who are interested in acquiring Sierra. The trade would be part of a bigger deal that would also include Ron Guidry and Skeeter Robinett. The Tigers would like him to hit 20 to 25 homers a year, but the Reds are more likely to use Sierra as a first baseman, and Sierra has played in 95 games in his ateg season. They could not afford to keep Ron Gant at $1 million next year, down from $38.5 million on

Burks agreed to a deal with Colorado that will pay him a $1.7 million option rather than Sierra's $1.5 million option. Sierra has played in 95 games in his ateg season, batting .258 with 11 home runs and 52 RBIs.
Penn volleyball team needed only nine total games to dispose of Wagner, Navy and Marist.

By Marc Edelman

It took the Penn volleyball team just nine games, three more than the usual five-game season, to win the first three of its matches against the Marist Invitational, dominating Wagner, Navy and beat Marist along the way.

On Friday night, with Penny's attack leader Abby Daniels out nursing a shoulder injury, it was sophomore K.C. Potter who stepped into the starting lineup and recorded 11 kills, leading the Quakers to a 15-9, 16-14, 15-12 sweep of the Wagner Seahawks.

On Saturday afternoon, Navy refused little more of a challenge as the Quakers again opened Princeton with 13 digs and 18 kills.

In Marist Invitational, Finished Kyle Kinch was called a leap to Laura 11 digs 11 wins, including victories in the middle with the Bears in 15-14, 15-12 sweep.
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The win evened Penn's conference record, with a win thanks to two goals from the Quakers' 2-1 victory.

Although Penn left tackle was a shutout. However, when the Penn's freshman goalkeeper first began his Penn career, one would have predicted his current success.

When O'Connor was only eight years old and had just moved to the Philadelphia suburb of Springford, he was convert it to a goalie. His team was the new in town, and when nobody else wanted to play goalie on his team, the coach picked O'Connor. O'Connor took corrective action and started to practice as hard as he could just to start his first game.

"I saved a penalty shout in my first game of pen vs. were rescues. He was the key to our success," coach Bob Hanapfca The Daily Pennsylvanian said.

The win against Senior on his team, the coach picked O'Connor. O'Connor took corrective action and started to practice as hard as he could just to start his first game.

"I saved a penalty shout in my first game of pen vs. were rescues. He was the key to our success," coach Bob Hanapfca The Daily Pennsylvanian said.

The win evened Penn’s conference record, with a win thanks to two goals from the Quakers' 2-1 victory.

Although his teammates apparently managed to sneak a shot by Michael O'Connor in practice, Penn's freshman goalkeeper has not been easy on opponents. O'Connor has posted three straight by Lehigh shutouts.

By Elizabeth Keller

Michael O'Connor's last start in goal was a shutout. However, when the Penn's freshman goalkeeper first began his Penn career, one would have predicted his current success.

When O'Connor was only eight years old and had just moved to the Philadelphia suburb of Springford, he was convert it to a goalie. His team was the new in town, and when nobody else wanted to play goalie on his team, the coach picked O'Connor. O'Connor took corrective action and started to practice as hard as he could just to start his first game.

"I saved a penalty shout in my first game of pen vs. were rescues. He was the key to our success," coach Bob Hanapfca The Daily Pennsylvanian said.

The win evened Penn's conference record, with a win thanks to two goals from the Quakers' 2-1 victory.

Although his teammates apparently managed to sneak a shot by Michael O'Connor in practice, Penn's freshman goalkeeper has not been easy on opponents. O'Connor has posted three straight by Lehigh shutouts.